conditions hold, we ask: What constraints on a are imposed by fixing /3? What constraints on /3 are imposed by fixing a?
In Section 2 we review some work of Puig and Th6venaz on multiplicity modules. In Section 3 we given some lemmas which will enable us to reduce to the case where H is trivial. In Section 4 we prove--Theorem 4.1 --that for fixed a, the point /3 is determined up to Nc(Pv)-conjugacy. (The special case H = P is part of Puig's version [6, 1.2] of Sylow's theorem.) In Section 5 we show--Theorem 5.1--that for fixed /3, the point a is specified by the isomorphism class of a projective indecomposable k.Nc(H~)-module denoted VA(H~). (Again, the special case H = P is a result of Puig; see Theorem 2.3.) As a corollary, we deduce a mild generalisation of the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem. In Section 6 we explain how Sections 4, 5 relate to the Green correspondence. In Section 7 we use Theorems 4.1, 5.1 to derive a generalisation of the extended first main Theorem. In Section 8, adapting material from [9] , we use Theorems 4.1, 5.1 to show--Theorem 8.3--that the modules VA~(Pr), VA(H~), determine VA(P ~) by an explicit formula. (Thus the usual multiplicity module associated with a defect pointed subgroup may be expressed in terms of "smaller" multiplicity modules.)
The essential idea of this paper is that H~ behaves much like a defect pointed subgroup of G,. Indeed, our main technique will be reduction to the case where H~ actually is a defect pointed subgroup of G~.
BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
All the material in this section is essentially in Puig's papers [6] [7] [8] , although sometimes there it is stated only for interior G-algebras. We shall need Thfvenaz' extension [13] of some of Puig's work to the case of arbitrary G-algebras. ( We shall be considering the Nc(P~)-algebra
A(P~)~"(eV)--defined below--which need not be an interior/~c(P~)-alge-
bra even when A is the group algebra @G.)
We recall some notation from Puig [8] (also see Th6venaz [13 Recall from [8, Section 5 ] that a k*-group is a group (~ equipped with a group monomorphism k* ---, Z((~), where k* denotes the multiplicative group of the field k. The k*-quotient of (~ is defined to be the quotient of (~ by the image of k*. Now A(H e) is a simple algebra over k, an~ k is algebraically closed so, as in [8, Section 6] , [here exists a k*-group .~c(Ht3) with k*-quotient Na(_He), and an interior Nc(Ht0-algebra structure A(HtO inducing the given Nc(He)-algebra structure, and such that the image of k* in Nc(Ht3) acts multiplicatively on A(He). Given a simple A(He)-module S, then /~c(He) acts on S via the structural map Nc(H ~) A(Ht3)*. Moreover, the image of k* in Nc(Ht~) acts multiplicatively on S. So S may be regarded as a module of the algebra k. Nc (1) Tr~¢;(P~)(s~A(a)) = sA(TrG(a)) for all a ~ APTA P,
Given another G-algebra A' then, as in [13] , we define an exomorphism q~: A -+ A' to be an (A'C)*-orbit of Horn(A, A'). Note that by [6, 3.7] , every exomorphism of interior G-algebras (as defined in [7, 1.1] ) is an exomorphism of G-algebras. We write #5 to denote any choice of G-algebra map contained in 4~-As usual, we say that 4~ is an embedding, We choose an H-algebra A e and an embedding )~: A e ~ R e s t ( A ) such that fe(1At3) ~ [3 (see [7, 1.6; 13, 1.4] , where the essential uniqueness of At3, )~ is discussed). Given a point^___a of G on A such that He_< G,,, then by Lemma 2.2, f,~ induces an Nc(He)-algebra embedding f~(He): First put p = 3, H = A 6, G = A 7, take V to be the projective cover of the four-dimensional simple kH-module, and take W to be the projective cover of the six-dimensional simple kG-module. Using the data in [2, Appendix] , it is routine to check that (b) holds while (a) fails.
A,(HtO ---, A(Ht3
On the other hand, let us now take H to be a nonnormal Hall p'-subgroup of G and W to be the projective cover of the trivial kG-module. Since W is induced from the trivial kH-module, a Mackey decomposition argument shows that H does not act trivially on W, so we may take V to be a nontrivial simple factor of Rest(W). It is easy to show that (a) holds while (b) fails. 
(d) the pairs ([3, a) of points [3, a of I-I, G, respectively, on A such that G,~ has defect pointed subgroup Pr and Pv < Ht3 < G~ (and then Ht3 also has defect pointed subgroup Pv), (e) the pairs (~, if) of points -fl, ~ of H, G, respectively, on ,4such that has the trivial defect group in -G and the pointed group (G/ H)s on ~n has_defect pointed subgroup {1} 9 (and then fl has the trivial defect group in H), whereby ([3, a) corresponds to (fl, if), provided ~ = s~A([3), ff = sA(a).
Proof. Given ([3, a) as in (d), then clearly P~_ is a defect pointed subgroup of Htr _Given (/3,_~) as in (e), then H 9 _< G~, so fl has the trivial defect group in H. Since H is normal in G, we may regard/3, ff as points of {1}, G~ H, respectively, on the G~ H-algebra/T ~.
By Theorem 2.3, there is a bijection from the set of pairs (v, to) of points v, to of H, G, respectively, on A such that H,,Go~ both have defect pointed subgroup Pr, to the set of pairs (~, U) of points ~, ~ of H, G on .4with the trivial defect groups in H, G, respectively, whereby (v, to) maps
(v, to) corresponds thus to (F, U) then, by part of the proof of Lemma 3.2, H~ < Go, if and only if H~ < G~. But U has the trivial defect group in G~ H, so H~ < G~ if and only if {1}v is a defect pointed subgroup of (G/I-I)~. |
FIXING A POINT OF G
Henceforth, we fix a p-subgroup P of H and a local point y of P on A. We define G :=/~G(Pv), H := NH(P~), and A:= A(P~) as a G--algebra. Given points fl, a of H, G, respectively, on A such that Pv is a defect pointed subgroup of both Ht3 and G~, we let /3 := A A s:, ([3), ~ -'= s~ (a). We saw in Section 3 that /3, ~ may be regarded either as points of H, G, respectively, on z~ or as points of {1}, G / H , respectively, on ~7. If NG(P ~) < NG(H), then by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 the following three conditions are equivalent:
Since the conditions (u), (v) do not mention Pv, it is reassuring to note that when Pv is a defect pointed subgroup of Ht3, then the conditions that Pv is a defect pointed subgroup of G,~ and that NG(P v) <_ No(H) are both independent of the choice of Pv as a defect pointed subgroup of Ht3. 
. Suppose that NG(P ~) < NG(H). Given a point a of G on A such that G,~ has defectpointed subgroup Pv, then NG(P ~) acts transitively by conjugation on the set of points [3 of H on A such that Pv < H e < G~.
A provides a bijection from the set of points [3 Proof. By Lemma 3.3, sv of H on A such that Pv < Ht3 < G~, to the set of points fl of -~ on /T such that ( G / H )~ has defect pointed subgroup {1}~. This bijection is an A is an K/G(Pv)-algebra map. The isomorphism of Nc(Pv)-sets because sv assertion now follows from the transitivity property of defect pointed subgroups. II To clarify this result, we note the following simplification.
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that NG(P) < NG(H). Given a point a of G on A with defect group P, then NG(P) acts transitively on the set of points [3 of H on A with defect group P which satisfy the equivalent conditions H e < G, and a E_C_ TrG(AH[3AH).

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, Ht3 < G,~ if and only if a < TrGH(AH[3AH)
. Let /31,[32 be points of H on A, both with defect group P, such that He, _< G~ >_ H~2. Let 71, 3'2 be local points of P on A such that Pr, _< H~,, P~2 -< H~2" Then P~2 --(pr,)x for some element x of No(P) because P~t, P~2 are both defect pointed subgroups of G,~. By Theorem 4.1, there exists an element y ~ NG(Pr2) such that [32 = [3i ~y. The assertion holds because xy ~ NG(P). | In particular, consider the case where A = End~,(M) for an indecomposable @G-module M with vertex P. We still assume that P < H < G with Na(P) < Na(H). By Higman's criterion, Corollary 4.2 says that, for an indecomposable direct summand X of RestS(M) with vertex P, the isomorphism class of X is determined up to Nc(P)-conjugacy. Note that if H = P, then X is a source module of M, while if Na(P) < H, then X is in Green correspondence with M. We note the following special case (whose derivation from Corollary 5.2 we leave as an easy exercise).
that NG(P ~) <_ NG(H). Given a point/3 of H on
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that No(P) < No(H) and p does not divide the index INc(P)H: HI. Let M be an indecomposable ~G-module such that Rest(M) has an indecomposable direct summand with vertex P. Then P is a vertex of M.
A PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION
We review some well-known material on the Green correspondence (for pointed groups). The form of this discussion is based partly on [10, preamble, Section 9; 13, Section 12]. Our aim here is to illuminate Sections 4, 5, and to set the scene for Section 7.
The cases where A is the group algebra @G and where A = End~,(M) for an ~G-module M remain the principal applications of the theory of G-algebras. In fact, Green's introduction of the notion of a G-algebra was directed at a common treatment of the Brauer correspondence for blocks and the Green correspondence for modules. Puig extended this idea; indeed, the following version of the Green correspondence theorem is easily deduced from [6, 1.3] , and is more explicit in [13, 12. 1]. THEOREM 6.1 (Brauer, Green, Puig, Th4venaz).
Suppose that Nc( P ~) < H. Given points 18, ot of H, G, respectively, on A such that Htj, G ~ both have defect pointed subgroup P~, then H# < G o if and only if a TrHC(AH18AH). These equiualent conditions determine a bijective correspondence between:
(m) the points 18' of H on A such that Hi3. has defect pointed subgroup Pr, (n) the points or' of G on A such that G o, has defect pointed subgroup Pr.
In particular, if No(P)< H then we haue a bijectit,e correspondence between."
(m') the point of H on A with defect group P, (n') the points of G on A with defect group P. 
(so that Pr < NH(Pr)t~, < Ht~, P~ < Nc(Pr) ~, < G~). Then /3', a' may also be regarded as points of {1}, Nc(P~) / NH(P~), respectively, on the Nc(Pr) / NH(Pr)-algebra A NmP,). It can be shown that the following three conditions are equivalent (compare with Section 4):
(u') H e _< Go, (v') a _c Tr~(AH/3AH), (w') {1}t3. is a defect pointed subgroup of (NG(P~,) / NH(P~,))~..
We leave the proof of this, and further details of this alternative strategy, as an exercise.
When A = @G, we may be more interested in blocks of a subgroup rather than points of the subgroup on ~9G. Fortunately, under some circumstances, the blocks which concern us are in a natural bijective correspondence with a set of points considered above. Indeed, let Q be a We express this more precisely as a bijective correspondence involving blocks. Our analysis of the Nc(Q)-algebra structure of A shows that ~ must be a
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that QCo(Q) < F < G and No(Q) < No(F). Let d, e be blocks of @F, @G, respectioely, both with defect group Q. Let u be the unique point of F on : G such that
_ Tr~Va,Q)(kCa(Q) NF(Q) BrQ(c) kCa(Q) NF(Q)) C TrNa(Q)[kC tQ) Np(Q) BrQ(d)kCG(Q) NF(Q)) -- Nr(Q) k at In particular, Bro(e)BrQ(d) --/: O. But BrQ(e),Tr NG( O )( k*-multiple of---N,qQ)-). But rroBrQ is an Nc(Q)-algebra map, so No(d, Q) is the stabiliser of d in No(Q). Therefore, Tr NG(Q)[ ~ G NGfQ) -- T? "Nld Q) k--I = k~* l--rNa(d,Q)k~" ),
and p cannot divide T~(d).
It is clear that for fixed d at most one block e of ~'G can satisfy condition (f).
Given a block e' of @G with defect group Q, then certainly there exists a point v' of F on @G with defect group Q such that F,, < Gle 3. We recover Brauer's first main theorem immediately by putting Na(Q) < F < G; likewise we recover the extended first main theorem by putting F = QCa(Q). Below is a slight generalisation of [11, 4 .1], but the proof is essentially the same. Let us recall some notation from Puig [8, 5.9, 5.10] . Suppose that ^L, L ^ are k*-groups with the same finite k*-quotient L. We define ^L ® L ^ to be the central product of ^L, L ^ over the images of k*. It is clear that we may regard ^L ® L ^ as a k*-group with k* quotient L × L. We denote by ^L * L ^ the preimage in ^L ® L ^ of the diagonal subgroup of L X L. Again, it is clear that we may regard ^L* L ^ as a k*-group with k*-quotient L. Now, given an interior ^L-algebra ^B over k, and an interior L^-algebra B ^ over k, the tensor product ^B ®k B^ is an interior ^L * L ^-algebra by restriction of the evident action of ^L ® L ^.
Given a k*-group L with a finite k*-quotient L, we write L ° to denote the opposite group of L. As explained in [8, 5 .2], we may regard L ° as a k*-group with k*-quotient L. It follows from [8, 5.9 ] that L ° is deter-^ mined up to k*-group isomorphism, in terms of L, by the identity
The following lemma was communicated to me by Lluis Puig; it is implicit in the proof of [8, 5.24 ]. Our next goal is to find an idempotent et3 of Endk(T) N such that our ^ definitions of ^N, N ^ can be brought into play by considering the k.Nmodule Teo. Since T restricts to a semisimple k.H-module, 5 ° is a semisimple algebra, and J ( A~) c_ Ker(~b) . Let /3' be a point of H on A , such that q5(/3') ¢ 0. Then srA-(/3') 4: 0, so Pr < Htr. But P~ is a maximal local pointed group on A,~, so by Theorem 4.1,/3' is an Na(Pr)-conjugate of/3. (In this argument, we are adopting a convention discussed in Section 2 and treating Pv, H0 as pointed groups on A~; of course, P~ is still a defect pointed subgroup of Ht3 in this sense.) Since 4~ is a G-algebra map, ~b(/3) 4:0 and there exists a unique direct monomorphism of N-algebras But V~ is projective and indecomposable, so T is indecomposable, and e --1End,(r ). Lemma 8.1 now gives an interior G-algebra isomorphism
Endk(T) --Ind~(Endk(Te~) ).
So we have a k,G-module isomorphism T---Ind~(Tez). II
